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Studies of passing distances, both by 
analytical and experimental methods, 
have frequently been undertaken, and 
their results have been useful Yet it is 
beheved that none of these studies, 
generally confined to the mechanics of 
passings, has been sufficiently exhaustive 
in its nature to answer all the questions 
the highway designer should ask It 
is not difficult to determine the distance 
required for one vehicle to pass another 
under various conditions of speeds of 
the two vehicles, but the results are of 
little value unless the frequency of 
occurrence of passmgs is known, and 
whether, for example, the majority of 
passings are accomplished not singly, 
but in groups A comprehensive analy
sis of passmg practices must, therefore, 
be built around the followmg specffica-
tions as an absolute imnumum 

1 The study must be conducted m 
the field 

2 The study must mclude only the 
normal traffic Test drivers or test 
vehicles cannot be employed m determin
ing normal passmg practices 

3 All the umts of the traffic stream 
must be observed, and their progress 
recorded contmuously 

4. The section over which the study 
is conducted must be of sufficient length 
to permit the completion of any normal 
passing maneuver. 

5 Smce observation of normal driving 
practice is required, the work must be so 
distributed geographically that all differ
ences in driving habits are included. 

In the development of a method sat
isfying these requirements, half-mile 
sections of roadway were selected De-
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tectors placed in each traffic lane at 50-ft. 
intervals were used to record the progress 
of all vehicles as they traversed the sec
tion, each detector bemg connected by a 
cable to an individual pen of a graphic 
time recorder. This recorder marked 
the time at which each passing vehicle 
actuated successive detectors in the 
particular lane in which it was traveling. 
Smce this strip chart moves at constant 
speed, the rate traveled by a vehicle over 
any 50-ft section required only that the 
distance on the chart between the marks 
made by successive pens be scaled and 
converted to speed 

The half-mile of highway was divided 
into three mdependent sections, within 
each of which the detectors were con
nected to a smgle 40-pen recordmg unit, 
thus makmg it desirable that the record
ing umts be located at three separate 
pomts While the two charts m a smgle 
unit were constantly s3Tichromzed by 
the mechamcal coupling between the two 
recorders, it was necessary to synchronize 
the three units by means of a smgle 
master clock in series with a pen m each 
of the SIX recorders This clock auto
matically closed a cu-cuit and actuated 
the six pens at 10-sec mtervals, while the 
time of day was recorded m code by 
means of a telegraph key in the same 
circmt, at intervals of two or three 
minutes 

For the detectors, a design emplojdng 
an air switch and rubber tube was 
adopted As a vehicle passed over this 
tube, the air displaced by the wheels 
actuated the diaphragm and closed a 
circuit leading to the time recorders. 
An air switch was attached at each end 
of the tube, and holes punched in the 
middle prevented the air impulses from 
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passing the midpoint of the road. Each 
air switch was therefore actuated only 
by the vehicles ia the traffic lane nearest 
the switch. 

An interestmg feature of the detector 
was the means by which the electrical 
circuits were conducted from the air 
switches to the recorders There were, 
of course," two leads from each air switch 
The negative leads from the switches on 
the side of the road opposite the recording 
equipment were connected to a single 

when not m use When installed at 
50-ft mtervals on a concrete road the 
tubes resembled expansion joints, and 
were barely visible on bituminous sur
faces 

Fmally, to connect the road switches 
to the time recorders, some 50,000 feet 
of wire was made up mto six cables, one 
cable to run in each direction from each 
recording umt To the detectors at the 
ends of the section ran three wires, two 
for the positive leads and a common 

T A B L E 1 

S A M P L E D A T A F O B T W O S I M P L E V E H I C L E PASSINGS 

Item 

Speed of passed vehicle before the passing miles per hour 
Speed of passing vehicle before the passing miles per hour 
Maximum speed of passed vehicle during the passing nules per hour 
Maximum speed di passing vehicle during the passing miles per hour 
Speed maintained by passed vehicle after the passing miles per hour 
Speed maintained by passing vehicle after the passing miles per hour 
Speed difference before the passing miles per hour 
Maximum speed difference during the passing miles per hour 
Speed difference after the passing miles per hour 
Distance passing vehicle straddled center line in beginmng passing feet 
Distance passing vehicle traveled entirely m left lane feet 
Distance passing vehicle straddled center line in completing passing feet 
Distance passing vehicle encroached in left lane feet 
Time passing vehicle encroached m left lane seconds 
Speed of approaching vehicle miles per hour 
Distance between passing vehicle and vehicle approaching from the other 

direction immediately before passing feet 
Distance approaching vehicle traveled during passing feet 
Clearance between passing and approaching vehicles at completion of 

passing feet 

Passing 

No 1 No 2 

26 2 26 2 
32 0 31 0 
29 1 27 3 
37 9 37 9 
29 6 23 6 
42 6 37 9 

5 8 4 8 
8 8 10 6 

13 0 14 4 
100 50 
400 200 
350 100 
850 350 

15 4 7 0 
1 34 1 

1 792 
1 349 

I 93 

' None involved 

wire runiung the length of the section 
and servmg as a common return The 
positive lead from each of these switches 
was returned by a wire installed mside 
the tube to the side of the road near the 
recordmg equipment, and was there 
incorporated m the cable leading to the 
time recorders The entire umt, m-
cludmg the tube and the two air switches 
enclosed m ordmary tm cans for protec
tion from the weather, cost less than $4, 
and could be wound into a small coil 

return for the negative lead to the switch 
on the near side of the road While the 
common return was tapped at each de
tector, two wires for the positive leads 
were added to the cable at 50-ft intervals 
imtil it consisted of 19 wires for the road 
switch circuits as it reached the recording 
equipment The recordmg umts were 
connected by four more wires that were 
mcorporated m the cable Two of these 
wires were for the circuits for the syn-
chronizmg clock, and two were for the 
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telephones used in communication be
tween the three units The common 
returns on the two sides of the road were 
cormected by a wire laid across the pave
ment The smgle return wire mentioned 
previously, with the leads accurately 
spaced at 50-ft mtervals, was normally 
laid first, pulled taut and spiked at both 
ends By usmg these leads m spacing 
the detectors, it was not necessary to 
measure the sections before or durmg 
mstallation 

In a simple passing the two vehicles 
engaged m the maneuver are first re
corded on the chart for the right lane 
As the second vehicle draws left to begin 
passmg, its progress is charted on both 
recorders while it straddles the center 
Ime Soon it moves completely into the 
left lane and its progress is noted only 
on the recorder for that lane, where the 
pens are actuated m reverse order After 
havmg passed the first vehicle, the 
passmg vehicle is recorded again as it 
straddles the center Ime in returnmg to its 
own lane, and finally, as it draws away 
from the vehicle just passed, it again is 
recorded only in the right lane Mean
time, the passed vehicle has been main-
taming its course along the right lane, 
and the effect of the passing on this 
vehicle may readily be observed by 
determmmg whether it accelerated, de
celerated, or continued at the same speed 
while the other vehicle passed and drew 
away 

Figures in the Table 1 were summa
rized from the transcribed data from two 
simple passings In each simple passmg 
there are four major variables, three of 
them—the speed of the passed vehicle, 
the speed of the passing vehicle and the 
speed of the approachmg vehicle, if any— 
bemg independent variables, while the 
fourth, the dependent variable, is the 
distance required for completion of the 
maneuver In addition there are, par
ticularly m multiple passmgs, a large 
number of mmor variables ' 

With respect to the relative importance 

of the various phases of the analysis, it 
should be apparent that the times and 
distances mvolved m individual passmgs 
are of mmor importance It is true that 
m the design of highways, distances 
required to pass under the various condi
tions normally encountered must be 
known m order to provide the requu-ed 
sight distances, but these distances are 
those needed in the design of the structure 
and add but little to our knowledge 
of the effectiveness of the highway m 
providing for the free movement of 
traffic 

For interpreting the effectiveness of 
the highways as a medium of transporta
tion, however, it is likely that information 
on the time required to pass, rather than 
the distance m which the passmg is 
completed, will be of major significance, 
for it becomes mcreasingly evident that 
the time spacing of vehicles may follow 
some rather definite laws Accordmgly, 
a correlation between the time requu-ed 
to pass and the time spaces normally 
available m the opposing traffic lane will 
yield almost positive mformation with 
respect to highway capacity. 

But it IS of far. greater importance, 
in the analysis of the entire problem 
of vehicular movement, to understand, 
rather than the elements of time and 
space involved m these individual or 
multiple passings, the behavior of the 
driving public It is necessary to ex
amine closely how passmgs are accom-
pbshed and m what number they may be 
expected, whether there is a preponder
ance of smgle passmgs, or whether the 
majority of passmgs are accomplished by 
groups of vehicles passing other groups, 
and whether the ahnement of the high
way itself perhaps has a greater mfluence 
on the passmg practices than do the 
psychology and desires of the mdmdual 
drivers found in normal highway traffic 

It will be evident that data collected 
m these field studies permit a variety of 
analyses quite distinct from this one 
particular use 




